
 Display Screen Equipment Assessors Training 

This course provides delegates 

with the necessary information to 

undertake and document DSE risk 

assessments. It gives an insight 

into the legislation and background 

behind DSE assessment and  

examines the implications of  

incorrect DSE usage. The course 

incorporates a practical session 

covering how to set up and use a 

workstation correctly.  

Who needs this qualification? 

Those in a supervisory or managerial role  

responsible for carrying out initial or reviewing 

current DSE risk assessments. 

Why is this training important? 

This course teaches how to carry out DSE risk 

assessments, helping attendees to meet their 

legal obligations and reduce the risk of health 

problems caused by bad practice. 

Outline Programme 

This qualification covers the following topics: 

 Legislation 

 Risk assessments and pre-assessment  

questionnaires 

 Definition of a user/operator 

 Health effects including eyesight tests and 

corrective appliances 

 Work routines 

 User training 

 Workstation analysis and set up 

 Laptop use 

 Documentation 

 Company policy and procedures 

 

Learning Outcomes 

Successful candidates will be able to: 

 Understand the minimum requirements for work-

stations 

 Understand the principles of ergonomics 

 Understand regulations relating to DSE 

Course Details 

 Assessment 

Multiple choice examination 

 Duration 

One day programme 

 Venue 

In-house courses available (12 max) 

Open courses at Ouch Training 

 Ofqual Regulated 

No 

 Prerequiste 

None 

Testimonial  

“A great course, I learned a lot. I’m now confident and looking forward to my first desk assessment!”  

Kim Carr, Bournemouth Water 

Trainer  

Our experienced and qualified trainers provide an interactive training experience to help delegates learn 

what is to be expected from a DSE Assessor.  

Contact Information  

Ouch Training Team Head Office 

13c Riverside Park, Station Road 

Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 1QU 

North West Training Venue 

Cable Street Meeting Room 

Cable Street, Manchester, M4 5JW 

 0800 389 1314  0161 297 0281 

 office@ouchtt.co.uk   sales@ouchtt.co.uk  

www.ouchtraining.co.uk 



Ouch Courses 

Training you can’t ignore. 

At Ouch we believe that health and safety shouldn't just be a tick in a 

box, through innovative training we aim to inspire competence not just 

compliance. 

Our highly skilled and experienced trainers endeavour to deliver a range 

of outstanding courses. We use a range of innovative techniques to  

ensure the content is engaging and relevant for our delegates. We know 

that if the learning experience is enjoyable then you will remember your 

new skills and be able to recall them when they are really needed. 


